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Documentation Anoiysic
WandaJane Phillips

MINISIS Version H is a development in the
sequence of MINISIS releases. It is a dramatic
change in the design and actual code. Instead of
being a change or update of the already complex
software, MINISIS Version H is a completely new
piece of code. The release will to operate on
multiple platforms: initially the HP 3000 mini
computer series and IBM PC/AT IBM PC/XT and
100% compatibles. The design of MINISIS Version
H broadens the user group and requires changes in
the document and training formats. The users need
to become more independent as their numbers
grow. Planning for the documentation starts from
the basics: the audience and their environment, and
MINISIS.

Version H will keep the features of Version 0.01
but will require conversion in order for applications
to be compatible. We defined and outlined the
conversion processes and their effect on the
maintenance of databases.

The project of documenting MINISIS will follow
the accepted standard for projects of this scale.
Each of these stages depends on the previous
results. The stages are:
Analysis

What is the product and who will be using it?
What process will be used to develop the
documents?

Design
What will the physical and logical layout be?
What tests will be conducted, when, and by
whom?

Development
The writing, editing, and the creation and
placement of graphics.

Verification
Substantive or technical review and ease of
use testing.

Production
Create a camera-ready copy for printing,
binding, and distribution.

We are presenting the results of the product
analysis in a series of informative articles in the
MINISIS newsletter.

The audience analysis is a multi-stage endeavour.
The first stage involved interviewing the Outreach
officers who interact with the users on a regular
basis, training and troubleshooting. In the next
stage, we developed, distributed, and reviewed the
results a questionnaire. The results of that
questionnaire are in QUESTIONNAIRE
RESPONSES. The questionnaire revealed that
some users did not use the documentation. Many
relied on help from co-workers. The language used
in the documentation presented difficulties to some
users. The lack of an index made finding
information difficult. Most users preferred a mix of
detailed documentation and user guides
(step-by-step and quick reference sections). Most
respondents rated the presentation of concepts
above examples and pictures. Through this process
we created a picture of the user community.
Finally, we examined research on documentation
methods. Manuals that are easy to use are clear
and concise, use simplified English, and are
modular (each section complete in itself). With the
distribution of MINJSIS the users are more
responsible for learning the system and recovering
from problems. The training sessions and
documentation must work together to make the
system predicable for the users.

The information available from the Outreach
officers and the user questionnaire identified the
tasks users do with MINISIS. We grouped user
tasks into end-user tasks, database manager tasks,
system manager tasks, and programmer tasks. This
showed us the logical units for documentation. The
tasks are:
End User

select databases
create records/alter records
search the database/select records
alter and add data within selected records
create and edit specifications for computing,
ordering, and reporting

list and manage the specifications for
databases, computing, ordering, and reporting

RESET PRIMARY KEY VALUE
Database manager

import and export data and database
definitions

create and edit database definitions
manage tables and views
define and manage user profiles including
security

customize the application
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produce statistics (define what statistics are
required and produce reports)

diagnose and recover corrupted files
System manager

customize the system
define system parameters
produce system statistics
define system profiles for security

Programmer
understand formats used for various file
structures created and referenced by MINISIS

analyze syntax and character sets
alter the user dialogue routine
interface MINISIS to user defined data
structures

programming with the MINISIS intrinsics
develop the site specific applications
specifications

The following outlines the choices we have made
for the MINISIS documentation and training
materials:
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AN EXAMPLE OF A MENTAL MODEL
OF A DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Compare a tLubhce to a sling cabinet

,. o

Mental models are constructs or examples which
explain a system to a user. They use comparisons
and simple statements. Users can develop an idea
of the behaviour of the system and predict the
actions of the system. For example, compare a
database management system to a filing system.

Modular writing suggests sections should be
complete without external discussion. Ideally, a
section on producing a sorted report would include
all the information necessaiy.

Simplified language uses a streamlined lexicon and
direct sentence structure.

Visual representations through diagrams and
examples allows users to view the system using a
variety of different methods:
verbal (reading the descriptions)
visual (examining the diagrams)
rote (practising the examples)

Compare a record to
a file in a drawer

\

Compare the lnfornialion
in the record/file

to fields in a iIMhase
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES

Do you have a copy of the documentation?
No: 3 Yes: 23
Is a shared copy available?
No: 9 Yes: iON/A: 7
Where is the documentation kept?
In an office: 11
In a computer room: 4
With other manuals: 3
Near the terminals: 1
With the computer group/services: 3
In our job centre: 1
At home: 1
On hand: 1
Cupboard: 1
How often did you use the documentation at first?
Not at all: 6
Rarely: 2
As need arises: 4
Frequently: 10
Constantly: 5
how often do you use the documentation now?
Not at all: 7
Rarely: 7
As need arises: 6
Frequently: 5
Constantly: 2
What types of documentation do you prefer?
Detailed documentation/User guides
no: 4 yes: 23
Brief instructions/Reference guide
no: l6yes: 11
Thtorial
no: l4yes: 8
Why?
Depends on the problem, but I'd like to have them
all.
It depends of what I want to do. I could say
because we are practically new user we use more
detailed documentation.
I prefer a 1 or 2 line explanation with an example
of what the command and resulting answer will
look like on the screen so I'll know I did it right.
Users guides - initially.
I need detailed documentation to discover the
features available and to answer difficult questions
from other users, but new users may be
overwhelmed by too much detail.
Reference guides - ongoing.
Detailed documentation - Because the information
I need must be specific.

Because we must know eveiy detail in
programming.
ça me permet de donner a mes collègues la
documentation, et ils peuvent se faire une
autoformation.
Because MINISIS is complicated (and my lack of
formal training) one change in data manipulation
can create havoc therefore detailed documentation
desired.
We can use it without a tutor.
Thtorial - would be difficult to do in MINISIS as
each installation's application is so unique. Needs
to be highly graphic for end-users.
ALL: There is no other MINISIS user in Greece so
I have nobody to discuss problems with. This type
of documentation may help me.
Because every type has its application, and all of
them are valuable.
Because I'm familiar for most processors in I need
to refer sometimes. Of course I believe that
Thtorial & Detailed documentation are necessaiy to
train our new staff members.
I think it is worth to have the three types of
documentation. Especially, the tutorial might be
useful to new users since it is a self teaching.
If I don't use a processor much I like the detailed
documentation. If I use it a lot the reference guides
help jog my memory.
Who do you go to with problems?
Inhouse: 9
MINISIS Resource Centre/Person: 8
IDRC: 8
Other users: 3
Do you use the documents to learn or solve
problems?
Learn: 19
Solve problems: 22
Neither: 4
Lack of index makes it difficult to user for problem
solving; learning OK if have time to read start to
finish.
Use inhouse expertise. Ask a co-worker.
Would you find the following useful?
Glossary of terms
No: 11 Yes: 16
Index
No: 7 Yes: 19
Step-by-step procedures
No: 7 Yes: 18
Quick reference guide
No: 6 Yes: 21
Question and answer section
No: 16 Yes: 11
Example sessions
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No: 11 Yes: 16
Thtorial
No: 17 Yes: 10
Diagrams and pictures
No: 15 Yes: 12
Prioritize the document features
Pictures
1:8 2:3 3:11
Concepts
1:13 2:9 3:2
Examples
1:7 2:10 3:8

The Inter-agency Development Research
Information System - IDRIS
Wandajane Phillips

The last issue of the MINISIS newsletter presented
the background and features of the Inter-Agency
Development Research Information System
(IDRIS) application. IDRIS, as a project, has a
long history tied with international development.
Including IDRIS as a stand-alone application
available with MINISIS serves the purposes and
goals of the creators. This article will examine the
purpose and function of IDRIS more fully.

Why create a development database?

The agencies, countries, and researchers involved in
development research need to be aware of the
needs and the programs available. The agencies
seek to improve their programs by recognizing
directions and improving access to available
research data. The countries and researchers
involved in development will be able to find
information and results before using valuable
resources. This information reduces the risk and
expense of unnecessary and repetitive research. This
way, also, the investment of resources in a project
affects a wider population.

Who benefits and how?

The reduced waste allows development research to
be more fiscally sound. Sharing information won
through research expands the benefits. One field of
the database lists the publications available. Even
research without positive results benefits
researchers exploring similar problems.
Development agencies will be able to test project
applications against existing research to assess the
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strength and relevance of a proposal. Researchers
will be able to communicate with each other,
identifying the factors which lead to success or have
limited the successful application of research
results. Developing countries could find suitable
research available and reduce the resources
required for exploring the resolution of a local
problem.
The global community receives support and
encouragement through communication. Sharing
information inspires sound development practices.
The same information can find uses in developing
and developed countries.
With MINISIS on a micro-computer, distribution of
IDRIS takes a step forward. The value of the
system improves with distribution. A quick search
can result in a catalogue of completed research
projects with features in common with a proposed
project. Research agencies will be able to identify
new directions in research. Picture a
micro-computer with the information allowing a
researcher to identify and order publications
suitable to a proposed project. Those publications
and contacts could strengthen the quality of
research proposals and results.
IDRIS used this way encourages sensible use of
resources and strengthens the potential of research
results.

How will this all come together in an application?

MINISIS Version H will be available on
micro-computer, as well as the HP minicomputer.
The IDRIS application, available by request, runs
as a stand-alone application. IDRC will continue to
maintain the central database and distribute
updates.
The application, like the database, will have two
levels: contributor and searcher. The distributed
applications will have both levels, but agencies and
institutions wishing to contribute project
information will need to register with the Project
Coordinator at IDRC.
Searchers will be able to search the database,
import updates, and generate reports of the results.
Contributors will be able to search the database,
import and export data, and create private fields.
Searching will resemble QUERY in the Standard
MINISIS Application. It will include:

default search values
where the search data is from
search methods
output methods.



The IDRIS application will allow users to order
documents, browse authority tables, and generate
pre-formatted reports. Searcher will be able to
receive updates in the ISO 2709 format.
Contributors will be able to receive data in the ISO
2709 format, the BATCHIN format, and in fixed or
position dependant formats. Pre-formatted reports
are the only form of export available for the
searcher. For the contributor, export consists of
printing reports and exporting in machine-readable
form. Both the searcher and contributor will be
able to sort the data and perform some
computations on the numeric data before exporting.
The contributor will be able to develop private
fields for the database at the user site. This allows
flexible use of the IDRIS database. That flexibility
means sending the complete package to all who
request the IDRIS application.

IDRIS COLLECTION AND DISTRIBUTION METHODS

Telecommunicallons

Dlstbufh
IDIIS database
and updates

Users who initially request searching capabilities
will be able to explore the complexities of
contributor status before deciding to accept the
responsibility. The help provided with the
application allow users to explore the package
safely.

Conclusion

The IDRIS application will give the power to
expand resource influence and simplify project
development by making information available to an
international audience. We encourage contributions
from various types of agencies, thereby expanding
the sphere of influence for every venture.

Central Database
Maintained by IDRC
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Detecting and Repairing Damaged Data Base
Records
John Nesbilt

Introduction

A MINISIS data base can get damaged in two
principal ways. The first is by hardware or software
malfunction: system failure, hardware failure or
MINISIS bug. The typical symptom of this kind of
problem is one of those dreaded messages referring
to ISNs beyond end-of-file or ISNs not matching
the XREF or directoiy problems.

The second cause is unintended modification of
records: they can be "logically" or structurally
correct, but a user may have deleted the title field
or changed "a" to "b" in the abstract or even
deleted the record. Sometimes, if you catch the
problem quickly, you can reverse the action, but
not always.

In the case of a single damaged record, the usual
fix is to delete the record and re-enter it. This is
not always possible: you might not have a recent
listing. When many records are damaged (e.g. after
a system failure) you might be forced to restore
your application from the last backup and (if you
were farsighted and implemented transaction
logging) use RECOVERY to re-apply your
transactions.

Of course, the spin on this problem comes from
the fact that damaged records generally do not
present themselves until well after the event -
usually not until you access the particular record or
even the damaged portion of the record. This
makes the repair job much more difficult.

Thus, there are two problems: first, to identitS'
damaged records in a timely fashion; and, second,
to recover damaged records and re-apply dropped
transactions.

The subject of auditing your data bases' integrity is
an article in itself, but I shall present one tool that
you can use. In addition, I shall present several
tools for recovering lost or damaged records and
transactions.
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Some Preliminaries

MINISIS master file is implemented as a sequential
MPE file of 4096-character ("4K") records, each
containing one or more MINISIS records, located
by reference to the Xref file record corresponding
to a particular ISN. The MINISIS records are
written with no gap between them and will span
MPE records. The exception to this rule is a record
greater than 4096 characters: it will be assigned
enough MPE records to contain it and any space
not used at the end of the last MPE record will
not be assigned to other MINISIS records.

When you exit from UPDATE in a record,
MINISIS will attempt to re-write the record to the
space whence it came. There are two cases where
this will not happen: if the record grew it cannot
fit back into its former slot and will be written to
the free space area at the end of the Master file;
or, if the original record spanned MPE records, it
too will be written to the free space area.

The space formerly occupied by these records is
not re-used, and retains its former contents until
you run GARBAGE to reorganize the file back
into ISN order and to recover unused space.

Similarly, if you delete a record, MINISIS merely
sets a flag in the header portion of the record. The
actual record is not deleted until the next time you
run GARBAGE.

What this means is that, between garbage
collections, there will be a number of "before
images" of records that were updated and which
could not fit back into their original spaces. These
before images can be very useful. Later, I shall
present a means of forcing them to occur.

Data Base Manager Considerations

MINISIS offers you an extremely useful facility that
very few installations seem to take advantage of:
transaction logging. When you are logging
transactions for a data base, MINISIS will record
every updating transaction to that data base. If you
have a system failure or other event which corrupts
your data base, a good backup combined with a
transaction log will enable you to resume
processing with little or no data loss. The MINISIS
documentation covers logging and recovery, so I
shall not go into it here. 'fransaction logging is
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easy to implement, has virtually no impact on
system performance, and can someday save you.

Another useful (and low-impact) thing that you can
do to prepare for recovery is to record the date
and time that each record is updated. The
UPDATE exit CXDSTAMP logs the date and time
(in format yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm) in field J990. You
can change the tag and re-compile if you like. The
tag is hard coded for performance considerations.

There are two benefits to date/time stamping. First,
unless your update deleted information or the
record exceeds 4K, it will cause the record to grow
and be written to the free space area, thus
preserving the before image. Second, in the case of
system failure, the date/time stamp will let you
determine which transactions were successfully
applied and which were lost when the system failed.

MINISIS writes to its files in the following order:
transaction log, inverted files, Xref file, and Master
file. Depending on the exact moment of system
failure, and where MPE is in writing buffers to
disc, some or all of these may be lost. Since the
transaction log is written first, it will very likely
provide the most complete record of what was
happening when the system failed.

Finally, don't run GARBAGE without considering
what you are throwing away: the before images of
records which were updated or deleted. These
before images can be invaluable in recovering
damaged records or undoing ill-considered actions.
Before running GARBAGE, consider making a
medium-term (3-6 months) backup of your Master
and Xref files. Also, perform any auditing functions
that you have created. If you uncover suspect
records, you will have the ability to step back to
previous versions of these records. After
GARBAGE runs, the before images will be gone.

It's taken a while to lay the groundwork, but now I
would like to present some tools that you can use
to verify your data bases and to repair them.

Data Base Integrity Checking Program
(C1IKMAST)

A MINISIS Master file record conforms to a
format; namely, a header, a directory , and a data
area. A record that exceeds 4K will consist of
several such records, distinguished by sequence
numbers. The fields declared in the directory will

fully occupy the data area and no character in the
data area will have more or less than one reference
to it in the directory.

This program operates in two modes: read-only and
full integrity check. In read-only mode, CI-IKMAST
reads the specified records and verifies that Master
ISN's match Xref ISN's. This executes much faster
than a full check and is well-suited to verifying a
data base after a system failure since the typical
problem in this case is an Xref file out of step with
its Master file.

In full integrity check mode the program verifies
that every tag in the directory points to the data
area and that every byte in the data area is pointed
to once and only once. This will catch most
damage caused by MINISIS bugs.

You can select records for processing by hitfile or
ISN range. In addition, you can specify the tag of
the date/time stamp field and a range of values if
you want to examine fully only those records
updated during a particular time span (for instance,
since the last time the program ran). The program
can build an output hitfile of suspect ISN's for
further processing.

The program reports a number of errors including
ISN mismatch between Master and Xref, suspect
directory entries, data bytes not referenced or
referenced more than once. The program also sets
a JCW so that a subsequent job step can make
decisions based on data base integrity.

Find Master Record / Repair Xref Program
(SCANMAST)

This program reads a Master file sequentially,
looking for all occurrences of specified ISN's.
Record selection is by hitfile or ISN range. The
program reports all occurrences of each ISN, giving
Master file record number and displacement in
FIXXREF-compatible format.

Optionally, SCANMAST will assign the last (most
recent) location of each specified ISN to the
appropriate Xref record. This can be useful when
recovering from a system failure since MINISIS
posts the Xref file before the Master and the
typical damage caused by a system failure will be
Xref pointers beyond the EOF of the Master file.
With this option, you can go back to the last
existing Master record for an ISN.
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In the case of a record which has become
corrupted, you can use the list of former address
(before images) to step back through time, using
FIXXREF, until you reach an uncorrupted before
image. Then you can re-apply your transaction log
from that moment forward (if you a date/time
stamp your records).

Log File Selection/Extraction/Report Program
(XTRCTLOG)

This program processes a MINISIS transaction log
file associated with a data base and generates a
variety of outputs which can be used to recover lost
transactions, identify broken records, or generate
reports.

You can select records for processing by
transaction date/time range, user name, and hitfile
or ISN range. You can specify any combination of
these criteria. For instance, if you had a system
failure at 11:30, you might want to look at all
transactions in the preceding 20 minutes to ensure
that they were applied and that none of the
updated records were damaged. On another
occasion, you might be interested in everything that
happened to a particular ISN during a particular
time span.

There are a number of outputs available.
XTRCT'LOG will write selected log records to a
new log file for subsequent processing. It will
create a flat file of formatted transactions for input
to other programs (I use this to generate
transactions for a history data base). It will print a
report of selected transactions. You can create two
different hitfiles: one of ISN's associated with all
log records which met your selection criteria and
one of ISN's for which either the data base was
unreadable (i.e. after a system failure) or the
transaction itself was not applied (if you date/time
stamp your data base).

UNDELETE Program

This program accepts a hitfile or ISN range and
resets the delete flag in the specified records,
making the record accessible again to MINISIS.

UNDO Program

This program accepts a log file subset (created by
XTRTLOG) and creates a new set of transactions
to reverse the selected transactions. That is, ADD
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becomes DELETE, CHANGES are reversed, and
DELETE becomes ADD. The output file is
generated in descending chronological order. You
then can use the RECOVERY program to apply
these new transactions.

Pulling the Elements Together

Here I would like to give examples of how you can
use these tools to deal with a variety of data base
integrity problems.

System Failure

If you are not logging transactions, then you need
to examine the entire data base with CHKMAST in
read-only mode to find any broken links between
the Master and Xref files. Use the hitfile of "losttm
records as input to SCANMAST to find the most
recent before images of these ISN's and
automatically to update the Xref file. You should
now be back in business, but you can't be sure that
all transactions were posted before the system
failure.

If you do log transactions, then use XTRCTLOG
to examine the log for 20 minutes before the
system failure. This will give you a hitfile of broken
Master-Xref links very quickly. Use SCANMAST to
restore these records' links to the latest before
images.

Now run XTRCTLOG again to identify
transactions in the same 20 minutes. If you
date/time stamp your data base, you can build a
new log file of only unapplied transactions and
re-apply them using RECOVERY. If not, generate
a printed transaction list and verify them by hand.

Regular Integrity Checking

You can run CHKMAST on some regular basis to
verify your data base integrity. You should schedule
this activity before any GARBAGE collection on
the relevant data base.

Running CHKJS4AST in full integrity check mode
takes much longer than read-only mode, so it is
useful to try to narrow its scope to only those
records updated since the last time you ran the
program. This can be done in at least two ways.

The first approach, if you date/time stamp records,
is to supply the date/time stamp tag and a range



times to the program. CHKMAST will do a full
check on only those records in the specified ISN's
with a date/time stamp value in the specified range.
This is not a perfect approach since a record may
be damaged yet have an accessible date/time stamp
which falls outside the specified range.

The other approach is to use XTRCTLOG to build
a hitfile of records updated in the relevant time
span and supply this hitfile to CHKMAST This is
likely a better solution.

Fixing a Single Corrupted Record

Use SCANMAST to find all before images of the
ISN. Use FIXXREF to step back through time to
each before image until you find an uncorrupted
version of the record. Use XTRCTLOG to find the
transactions for that record and re-apply them
either with RECOVERY or by hand.

Undoing a Set of Transactions

Consider a global update that deletes a field by
mistake from 500 records. You might not be able
globally to reverse the process (for instance, there
might be 150 different values).

You can use XTRCTLOG to select transactions for
a particular user during the time the job ran or for
the hitfile the job used. The UNDO program will
use this log file subset to generate new transactions
reversing the actions. Then use RECOVERY to
apply these new transactions.

Be aware that, if there is any lapse of time,
subsequent modifications to these records might
change values or occurrence numbers of the
relevant field(s).

Conclusion

It is possible to recover damaged records and lost
transactions if you have made adequate provision
by way of transaction logging and update date/time
stamping of data bases.

The tools and exit described in this article will
shortly be available in the MINISIS UCL with
complete documentation.
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libraries, Godfrey, C. A. Sherwood, M. Graham, 0.
[1984] IFLA General Conference, August
1984.
English. ISN: 131

MINISIS: un progiciel pour l'exploitation multiingne
des bases de données documentaires ', Ndiaye, G.
1981 Colloque international - l'avenir du français
dans les publications et les communications
scientifiques et techniques
French ISN: 31

MINISIS and recent advances in the theory of data
base systems, Daneliuk, EA. Page, WS. 1981
ISN: 18
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MINISIS: a minicomputer based bibliographic system
Daneliuk, F.A. Edwards, A. 1978 10th Annual

Meeting of American Society of Information
Science, Western Canada Chapter, Winnipeg,
Canada, Sept. 1978
ISN: 6

PHOCUS, Hendriks, Klaus Hopkins, Diane 1985
English and French ISN: 73

Planning for libraiy automation using MINISIS
Sly, M. 1981
Planz:fication de l'automatisation des bibliotheques a
l'aide de MINISIS
Planificacion de Bibliotecas Automatizadas
Empleando el Sistema MINISIS
ISN: 10

Processing Chinese characters within MINISIS
Koach, D. 1984
ISN: 52

PUDOC's current awareness service (SDI), van der
Burg, Jan Leemreize, Frans 1983 MINISIS Users'
Group meeting, Wageningen, Oct.1983
English ISN: 79

Que recèle ce nom? Demandez-le a MINISIS, Anon
French ISN: 28

Report on MINISIS I UNIMARC study *, Woods,
Elaine Nov. 1983
English ISN: 81

RIDAQ: le réseau d'informarion documentaire
automatisé d'Hydro-Québec, Lalande, Louise
French ISN: 71

Role of the IDRC Library in the design of MINISIS,
Sly, M. 1983
ISN: 21

Role played by MINISIS in STIC-CMP's information
retrieval, Jiang, Xiang-Dong 1984 MINISIS Users'
Group Meeting, Addis Ababa, Oct. 1984
English ISN: 78

Setting up a term bank using minicomputers, Alvey,
John
ISN: 63

Sistenia MINISIS en Colombia, Ramirez de Diaz,
M.T. 1982
MINISIS system in Colombia
ISN: 30

Sourcebook: small systems software and services
sourcebook, Koolish, Ruth K. 1982
ISN: 69

Sports, Computers and Books, Chiasson, G.
ISN: 32

Système ESAR : modalités d'application et traitement
docunientaire informatisé de jeux et jouets a Ia
Centrale des bibliothèques du Québec, Denise Garon
French ISN: 59

Technical workshop on the MINISIS alternate
character set facility, Lee, Richard 1982 MINISIS
Users' Group Meeting, Rabat, Sept. 1982
ISN: 107

The impact of new information technology in the
developing world, Thorpe, P. 1984 Database '83,
Budapest, 6-8 June 1983
English ISN: 133

Towards an online integrated system at the National
University of Singapore Library, Hochstadt, Peggy
Vvi Chee Quah, Jill Ong, Gim Hong, 41st
Congress Hong Kong
ISN: 62

UNIMARC version of MINISIS, Avram, H. D.
[1984J IFLA General Conference, 21 August 1984
English ISN: 132

Also available:

Copies of the proceedings for the annual users'
group meetings are also available for the
following sessions:
1981 1982 1983
1984 1985 1986 (also in Arabic)
1987

Back issues of the newsletter.

* Marks publications available in microfiche.
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